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Major Field of Study:
MXA (Environmental Science)
RIM (Risk and Environmental Studies)

Course Approval
The syllabus was approved by the Faculty of Health, Science and Technology 2018-09-13, and is valid
from the Spring semester 2019 at Karlstad University.

Prerequisites
Introduction to Environment and Safety 15 ECTS cr, Natural Science Basis of Risk and Environment
Issues 15 ECTS cr, Risk and Environment Issues from a Health Perspective 15 ECTS cr, Strategies for
Sustainable Development, 15 ECTS cr, Environment, Risk and Sustainable Development 15 ECTS cr,
and Theory and Methods in Environmental Science 15 ECTS cr, (attended) or equivalent

Learning Outcomes
Upon completion of the course, students should be able to:
- demonstrate specialised knowledge in an area of Environmental Science,
- relate to current research,
- combine theoretical considerations and environmental science problems,



- analyse, assess and explain environmental science problems,
- choose and assess methods in relation to problem formulations in environmental science,
- formulate a specified question related to methodological and theoretical considerations in environmental
science, 
- collect, process and analyse data material on the basis of environmental science problem formulations,
choice of method and theoretical considerations, 
- compile relevant literature,
- make ethical assessments in the environmental science field,
- explain and critically discuss yielded results in written, academic form,
- defend yielded results in oral, academic form,
- summarise and critically review works in environmental science,
- independently complete a research project. 

Content
Students are expected to integrate and deepen prior knowledge in their degree projects.

Students plan, carry out and present a degree thesis individually. The project is documented in a thesis
based on research, including problem formulation, research problem, aim and questions, analytical
specification, development of aim through theoretical references, demarcations, material and method,
collection, processing and compilation of data, and analysis of material in relation to aim, questions and
theory.

Instruction is in the form of supervision and seminars, including a final seminar with defence and peer
reviewing.

Reading List
See separate document.

Examination
Assessment is based on an independently completed written thesis in environmental science, and on the
student's performance as a peer reviewer.

Grades
One of the grades Fail (U), Pass (G), or Distinction (VG) is awarded in the examination of the course.

Quality Assurance
Follow-up relating to learning conditions and goal-fulfilment takes place both during and upon completion
of the course in order to ensure continuous improvement. Course evaluation is partly based on student
views and experiences obtained in accordance with current regulations and partly on other data and
documentation. Students will be informed of the result of the evaluation and of any measures to be
taken.

Course Certificate
A course certificate will be provided upon request.

Additional information
The local regulations for studies at the Bachelor and Master levels at Karlstad University stipulate the
obligations and rights of students and staff.


